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Light is not Light:
An Exploration of Shakespeare’s Symbolic

Illuminative Staging

Romeo and Juliet is a play of contrasts, and the contrast of Montague and Capulet is also
transcribed onto the setting of the play through contrast between night and dark. Two key
moments of the play take place at dawn, a state between the two; furthermore, they also are
the two moments of the play where Romeo and Juliet are most perfectly united, first in the
consummation of their marriage and second in their death. However, day and night are not1

‘both alike in dignity,’ as each carry distinct and separate values in the play. The general2

connotations of light bringing good and darkness are here inverted; the dawn of the play’s
finale is described as 'glooming,' suggesting metaphorical darkness, while Juliet describes at
dusk the 'civil… loving black-browed night,' as it is only in darkness that her ‘day,’ Romeo, may
come to her. 'Glooming' and 'black-browed' both connote absence of light; however, only3

‘glooming’ carries a negative connotation, at its darkness is unnatural for the day. Conversely,
the light, a symbol of life, burning in Juliet’s tomb, a place of death, is what alerts Friar
Lawrence to the fact that something is amiss.

Throughout the tomb scene, we see an inversion of the relationship between 'light' and ‘death’;
though she is perceived to be dead, 'Capels monument' is bathed in light. Moreover, the
presence of specifically ornamental lights in Juliet’s tomb, although not explicitly stated, have
become, like Hamlet’s holding of Yorick’s skull, near-ubiquitous in stagings. Zefirelli lines the4

walls with torches; Carlei positions candles around a golden lamp to mimic the sun at Juliet’s
head; and Luhreman has hundreds of candles adorning the 'Capel’s monument.’5

Furthering that, Friar Laurence is alerted to the death of Romeo by the presence of the light in
the tomb. We see slightly different versions of this tragic sentiment expressed; in the first
quarto, the friar observes that the ‘light is yon…in Capels monument.’ Juliet has been6

compared to light throughout the play, and at that line, she is still alive; the light here indicates
Juliet’s continued existence as a source of light. However, the folio edition specifies that it is a
‘torch…that vainly lends his light’ over the ‘eyelesse sculles.’ By changing the verb from
'burnes' to ‘vainly lends,’ the folio gives the torch a duality of both agency and futility; although

6 — Q1, 5.3.121

5 Romeo and Juliet, directed by Franco Zeffirelli (1968), —, Baz Luhrmann (1996), —, Carlo
Carlei (2013).

4 Levenson argues that in the folio, the light could instead be interpreted as Romeo’s or Paris’s
guiding torches. However, Romeo’s props are given as a mattock and a wrenching iron, torch is
not listed, and Paris explicitly instructs for his own torch to be 'put out.'

3 Romeo, 3.2.10, 20

2 Romeo and Juliet, Prologue, 1

1 Tanselle, G. Thomas, ‘Time in Romeo and Juliet,’ Shakespeare Quarterly
Vol. 15, No. 4 (Autumn, 1964), pp. 351
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the torch is no longer passive in action, Juliet’s death seems inevitable. The ‘vainly’ also refers7

to the genuine death that has befallen the tomb, Romeo’s; though Juliet lives, she does so
briefly and in vain. ’Burnes’ also reflects Romeo and Mercutio’s earlier foreshadowing, ‘a
torch…we burn daylight.’ Although its common metaphoric meaning is ‘wasting time,’ its literal8

meaning is ‘to burn candles in daylight,’ a futile action.  The light’s burning also parallels her
suicide; although she has ample opportunity to leave the tomb, she chooses to take her own
life, an active decision. But the audience has been aware from the prologue’s promise that 'a
pair of star-cross'd lovers take their life' that Juliet’s life is doomed, simultaneously making it a
passive destiny, as opposed to agency. Furthermore, there is an additional irony to the still-lit
lamp of the tomb in both; the torch vainly shining on suggests the pointlessness of Juliet’s
living while surrounded by death; however, unlike Paris’s torch or Othello’s candle, the torch is
never 'put out.' Juliet 'is the sun,' but after her death, though morning has arrived, 'the sun, for
sorrow, will not show his head’ and the torch is left to replace that light in the world.9

This ever-burning light is the opposite of Othello’s dilemma, where he must first 'put out the
light' before he can kill; the death must take place in darkness, as Desdemona represents the
light. He still compares her skin to 'snow' and 'alabaster,' classical symbols of innocence, and
virginity; likewise, 'stars,' a source of light—his stand-in for Desdemona’s life—are described
as 'chaste.' Despite his convictions that 'she must die' for betrayal, he connotes her with10

purity. This complicates the mirrored phrase 'put out the light'; it is at once an
acknowledgement of her innocence and an assurance of violence. Moreover, 'thou flaming11

minister' is a reference to angels, again paralleling her with virtue and purity; the distinction
between the angels and Desdemona is not the quality of the two lights but rather the possibility
to 'relume.' Like Juliet, she is a light; as opposed to the light of the tomb, which burns on after12

death, here the extinguishing of the light is her death, a more conventional execution of the
imagery.

However, although the light represents Desdemona, the bearer of the light is Othello, her killer.
The light therefore is both a symbol and a subversion; it represents life but brings death.
Graves notes that the conflict between light and dark inverts the contrast of shades in Act 1
when Iago tells Desdemona’s father that 'an old blacke Ram/Is tupping your white Ewe’;
although Desdemona, as the light, is in both an interracial relationship and in the night when it
is uncovered, it is only when her husband brings the light into their bedroom that she is in
darkness.13

However, although light can mean both 'pale in hue' and 'luminous…opposed to darkness,'
and therefore creates a relationship between Desdemona’s white purity and light, 'light' in
Othello occurs far more frequently as a motif than pertaining to Desdemona. Smith suggests14

14 'light, n.1a'. OED Second Edition, 1989. Ibid., 'light, adj.2.a'.

13 —, 1.1.91-2; Graves, R.B, Lighting the Shakespearean Stage, 1567 - 1642, 1999

12 —, ed. note E.A.J. Honigmann, 5.2.8,13

11 —, 5.2.7

10 Othello, 5.2.2-5

9 Romeo, 5.3.306

8 —, 1.4.35, 43

7 —, F, 126-7
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that this disparity is part of the reason why ‘torch’ is sometimes substituted for ‘light’ in the
folio; however, that then seems to undermine the significance of Othello’s parallel between the
physical light and her life, which remains unchanged from the quarto.15

The extinguishing of a light on stage to ‘hide’ a heinous act was already an established trope
by the publication of Othello; both The Atheist’s Tragedy and The Queen of Corinth contain a
command to ‘put the lights out’ before their crimes of murder and rape respectively. However,16

the role of the light on stage is complicated by the outdoor theatre. Graves notes that as the
play took place in daylight, there was little need to light their props for visibility, and Dessen
further adds that it was the carrying of props and the type of lamp —‘a lantern or a night-light
for indoors, a torch without’— that helped the audience ‘cooperate in supplying stage
darkness’ and the location of the scene’s events. Light as a prop on the outdoor Elizabethan17

stage therefore paradoxically represented darkness. However, Othello was also popularly
performed at the indoors Blackfriars theatre, with page printings from 1622 indicating
productions there; the Blackfriars had artificial lighting, and used candles to great dramatic
effect. Although we can therefore assume that these light props served a practical purpose in18

staging, their continued inclusion in the folio suggests a metaphoric role as well.

Elizabethan stagings sometimes visualized recurring themes on the stage with the use of a
prop; Desdemona referred to as a light, but Iago also often carries one. For example, consider19

the use of light in the scene of Roderigo’s murder. Iago’s entrance line informs us that he does
so 'with lights and weapons,' the same line used to suggest forthcoming violence during the
first act’s attempted rescue of Desdemona. However, although the characters are unaware of it,
here the audience is privy to the knowledge that the association is not merely a suggestion of
violence but a manifested reality, as Iago makes the aside that 'No, he must die, be't so' after
ensuring that Othello, Cassio, and Roderigo will execute his plan. Furthermore, in the folio20

edition, Iago’s hand in Roderigo’s death is made explicit with the addition of the stage direction
'Iago…wounds Cassio in the legs, exits,' making him an active participant. Moreover his next21

cue is 'enter Iago with a light,’ the line that precedes Othello’s famous monologue. The motif22

22 —, 5.1.46 (cue)

21 —, F1, 5.1.27 (cue)

20 Othello, 5.1.48; 5.1.23

19 Bruster, Douglas, Shakespeare’s Literary Stage Directions in Woods, Gillian Stage Directions
and Shakespearean Theatre,

18 Knutson, Robyn, 'What If There Wasn’t a ‘Blackfriars’ Repertory’ in Inside Shakespeare:
Essays on the Blackfriars Stage; Isaacs, J, Production and Stage-Management at the
Blackfriars Theatre, pg. 13; the Swan, first Fortune, and second Globe also had candlelit,
indoor stages.

17 Graves, R.B, Shakespeare’s Outdoor Stage Lighting; Dessen, Alan C, Elizabethan Stage
Conventions and Modern Interpreters

16 Tourneur, Cyril, The Atheist’s Tragedy, 2.4.39, 1611; Fletcher, John, The Queen of Corinth,
5.1.17, dated 1616-18

15 Smith, Warren, New Light on Stage Directions in Shakespeare, Studies in Philology Vol. 47,
No. 2, University of North Carolina Press; note in the quarto the defined difference between
'lights' and 'torches,' seen in 'enter Cassio with lights, Officers, and torches,' suggesting
another meaningful distinction.
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then has two distinct characters with whom it is associated: Desdemona and Iago, a clear
subversion of the usual connotations of light. But consider the difference between Desdemona
as light and Iago, and Othello under the influence of Iago, bearing light; as they are not the
symbol, they do not necessarily connote purity. As the bearer of ‘torches’ and ‘light,’ Iago is
paralleled with Lucifer, as the light-bringer. Additionally, Iago as a luciferic figure is mirrored23

by Othello’s lament of ‘my soul’ and ‘I am [Iago’s] forever,’ alluding to the ‘selling of ones soul’
seen in contemporary play Faustus.24

The feasibility of the light working as both the light of ‘flaming ministers’ of heaven and as the
symbol of the devil can be tied back to the purpose of the torches and lamps as a practical
prop. Although they were probably no longer needed as a physical prop to provide the cues for
stage darkness to the audience in later productions, the play relies on the audience to continue
to make the association between a character bearing a light and darkness. Iago uses his prop25

as a tool of obfuscation, claiming that he is ‘shedding light’ on the secrets of the people that
surround him; when he wakes Desdemona’s father to tell him of her relationship with ‘a Moor,’
he brings with him ‘Brabantio, Roderigo, and Officers with lights and weapons’; he wounds
Cassio for his own ends, and returns to the uproar of accusations and Othello’s conviction of
Desdemona’s betrayal ‘with a light and weapons,’ and it is Iago that drives Othello to ‘put out
the light.’ By looking at the prop of light through the eyes of a modern audience and listening26

to Iago’s words, it is frustratingly perplexing as to how the characters are taken in. But
considering the association between light props and darkness, it is reasonable that the
audience would have seen him truthfully, as the bringer of darkness and lies.

Shakespeare does use light as a genuine symbol of purity as it pertains to his characters;
‘Juliet is the sun’ and ‘put out the light’ are lines well known to even the casual Shakespearian
reader. However, when the motif crosses the boundary from the figurative into the literal and
becomes a staging of the sentiment, the light becomes subverted. Lamps shine in tombs and
torches spread darkness more than illumination. The symbolic light and the staged light serve,
in some ways, as an eerie echo or reflection; the ‘true’ and symbolic lights are both
extinguished, while the false prop lights, by their definition artificial, burn on. This adds another
layer of meaning to Shakespeare’s expression of futility, ‘we burn daylight,’ stemming from
burning candles in the daytime; ultimately their situations and resistance against the artificial
lights, or candles, that symbolize their deaths are as futile as burning candles in the daylight or
carrying torches in an outdoor theatre.

26 Othello Q1, 1.2.56; it should be noted that in the folio edition, this instance of “light” was
changed to the less ambiguous “torches”; 5.1.48, 61

25 Slater, Ann, Shakespeare, The Director, pg. 39

24 Marlowe, Christopher, The Tragical History of the Life and Death of Doctor Faustus, 1604

23 Dessen, Alan C, Elizabethan Stage Conventions and Modern Interpreters, pg. 72-3
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